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Resources cycle means volatility in the resources sector over a period of time based on metrics such as value or

production volume. Resource cycles present considerable heterogeneity with differing time lines but generally run from a

low point (production, demand or value) through a period of increase, before returning to a comparable low point. Since

the turn of the century this concept has driven discourse and research into housing markets, investment opportunities and

socioeconomic change in resource towns of a country as the impacts of mining driven change become increasingly

pronounced.
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1. Introduction

In Australia, the notion of what a resource town is is shifting and evolving, especially in light of recent cycles and the

changes that accompanied these. International researchers have examined the resource town in the context of a mining

cycle more holistically and more completely. In Canada, where resource-based industry is prolific and not limited to

mining, the development of a suite of research examining all facets is apparent. The bust stages of the boom and the

implications of this ‘wind down’ on the community have been examined , an aspect of the most recent boom that must

be further researched in an Australian setting. While Australia too has produced historical research around mining-driven

growth, it has little applicability to the most recent boom due to the boom’s significant structural differences.

The emergence of fracking in North American and Canada has also driven a considerable amount of recent research

building on the seminal work of  who set out to analyze if resource abundance was good for economic growth. This

question is simple, but increasingly complicated, especially as mining cycles, particularly the booms, change. It is also

necessary to explore what economic growth constitutes on a local level, and how one monitors change. Notably,

reference  used 44 years of data to track this over time, however used rental amounts, rather than house prices, in their

models to look more closely at the impacts on property. Although in geographical settings there are identified challenges

with rental data being either unavailable or thin in areas where mining is common . Importantly, it is stated “house prices

presumably capitalize expectations of future market conditions, including the future duration of a natural resource boom or

bust”  (p. 17), which raises further questions around forecasting capacity and gaps in knowledge.

There is an overarching theme of forward-looking research carried out in the United States and Canada with a view to

understanding how certain communities survived into the post-boom phase . The notion of ‘community survival’ will be

explored further in a modern-day Australian context, particularly by examining the idea of ‘critical mass’ of population,

amenities and facilities in mining towns in Queensland’s Bowen Basin. This idea is then extended to Gallivare and Kiruna

to facilitate a comparative analysis. This concept of resource town lifecycle analysis is not new in an international setting

with early research from  examining the growth and decline of Skagway, Alaska, as well as modern research from the

region of Zasavje in Slovenia .

The need for longer-term, lifecycle-focused analysis of resource communities is established and researchers from Canada

and the USA have illustrated the breadth of factors impactful on community wellbeing. Research in Canada  was some

of the earliest to identify housing as a critical component of wellbeing in mining towns and a focal point in analysis of any

resource community ‘winding down’. This research was followed up by  which identified housing as a critical resource in

communities more than two decades before the first, similarly focused research was produced in an Australian context.

In general, mining towns share certain similarities with regional and rural markets, but experience a range of unique

fluctuations and volatilities due to the inherent nature of resources and mining . The severity of impacts is compounded

for mining towns where housing and property policy has lagged, and changes within the resources sector have been

significant . Mining regions and towns have only received limited research highlighting critical policy considerations

relating to housing supply, land release, affordable housing development, and infrastructure and amenity . Critically, as
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social changes occur and the roles of mining companies shift, very little new policy has been developed or put in place.

Research must lead the way in developing and driving policy responses to changing economies.

Increasingly pervasive is the sentiment that many mining companies are failing to contribute to the communities that are

enabling their operations: “Arguing that they are paying substantial royalties to the government, companies publicly resist

calls to provide infrastructure and services that they see as being the responsibility of the government”  (p. 376). This

increasing separation of company and town is critically important in the analysis of housing markets during a resources

cycle, and in particular, the post-boom phase and the wind-down of operations, as this transcends town typologies.

Besides lacking in infrastructure and service development, many small mining towns have experienced problems in the

post-mining era in that the landscape, including ground water, is polluted owing to the operations of the mining

companies. Therefore, an important strand of research has focused on experiences of communities, post-mining, in

European regions .

Leading research has illustrated a clear need to diversify and develop alternative industry bases, as the single-industry,

resource-reliant model is not sustainable . The ‘hub’ phenomenon has been widely reported in Australia  and has

brought “very different regional impacts…as compared to earlier growth in the industry”  (p. 142). The proliferation of

more efficient mining technologies and increasingly withdrawn private sector governance will only accelerate mining

communities away from the historic model and necessitate new, future planning. In Europe, the importance of the

Cohesion and Regional Fund has been emphasized as the continent has experienced numerous mine de-commissioning

waves since the 1970s. The challenge has been to revitalize the often-lagging mono-economic communities across

Europe, ranging from Galicia in Spain to Bohemia in the Czech Republic .

2. Housing in Resource Communities

This study, which compares a range of town typologies that rely on two different, but related, resources in disparate

geographical settings extends the current knowledge in numerous areas, but in particular, in understanding of housing

market behaviours and their cycles in economies that are built around resources, which, too, are cyclical. This research

expands the idea of interacting cycles, that is, the respective resource and the housing market, and extends Australian

studies that have been carried out around the most recent resources cycle (e.g., ). By comparing complimentary

resources in two geographically separated locations, this study advances the understanding of resource economies and is

able to make a sound contribution around cyclical interactions, particularly in relation to housing market outcomes.

Recent research exploring economic implications of new mining technologies and the expansion of fracking operations

has sought to understand the gamut of economic impacts, and this has often extended to property and housing. From

these papers there is important factual understanding derived regarding the interplay between a resource sector,

economic change and the housing market .

The emergence of socioeconomic factors as part of any mining town analysis is a critical step forward and leads into a

more comprehensive review of housing markets as a critical component of mining and resource communities .

Increasingly, socioeconomic analysis of communities subject to resource fluctuations is being undertaken, and the

importance of socioeconomic wellbeing in light of massive economic growth is being recognized . Here, international

research must guide this research as towns and regions move into the post-boom phase.

Research from American and Canadian researchers have focused heavily on socioeconomic wellbeing, to which housing

and accommodation is fundamental . Several key pieces of research identify the examination of housing as a crucial

part of any broader socioeconomic analysis in the context of resource reliance . The research that is discussed in

the following section has examined, in far greater detail than any of the recent Australian literature, the impacts and

outcomes on communities associated with an exhaustible resource, particularly with respect to their housing markets.

The Australian Housing Urban Research Institute (AHURI) presents a strong tradition of research in non-urban areas and

researchers who have contributed to AHURI papers have also examined aspects of housing markets in the resources

cycle, perhaps most notably the catalogue of work by  confronted the complexity of housing market development and

management in a strong economy, in which it was demonstrated “how unprecedented international demand for mineral

resources resulted in critical, local housing issues in mining communities”. In this case, it was housing stress due to

uncapped demand; however, as the boom busted, the inverse was true with high vacancy rates and value loss. Critically,

they conclude that, “without careful strategic planning and understanding of the economic and social role of housing,

international market dynamics can create local housing situations that are vulnerable to market and social failures”  (p.

373).
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The AHURI positioning paper 105  explores housing market dynamics in the context of the cycle’s boom phase. This

seminal paper also examined ‘housing’ as it relates to remoteness and isolation in resource dependent communities; that

is, housing market analysis in resource towns is not simply a relationship between two variables. This research, published

at a point when commodity prices were high and rising, also examines policy intervention designed to address critical

issues around development, availability and affordability . Thus, pioneering the idea that while housing and mining

cycles are being examined the exogenous factors which impact here are significant, and in the context of recent resource

sector volatility, have been underexamined.

Development and supply of housing in mining communities in the recent boom is another way in which this boom differed

from those which preceded it, further necessitating this research as FIFO commuting was increasingly common and the

work camp model became preferred. Issues around housing in particular have underpinned the broader socioeconomic

issues identified in the research . Comparatively, much of the population in the Swedish mining communities are

dependent on the mining operations for their income, but the housing market is not in the hands of the mining companies.

The most common type of dwelling is small detached houses, followed by apartments and condominiums. Even though

the prices are below the Swedish average, prices have nearly quadrupled during the investigated period, despite a

decreasing population (see Figure 1 below). Figure 2 (below) illustrates the volatility experienced in Australian mining

towns over the corresponding period.

Figure 1. Average house price in Swedish mining towns (TSEK). Source: .

The economic implications of mining camp development have been overwhelmingly negative for communities reliant on

the economic inflows that increases in mining activity bring, specifically where changes to housing and management of

employees reduced economic inflows into specific communities . This is clear evidence of mining company operational

praxis impacting on housing markets, with broader, wide-ranging impacts on community. With housing shortages in the

Bowen Basin necessitating the development of camps at the height of the cycle, it is reasonable to assert that significant

change will occur in mining towns as booms bust or as minerals are exhausted.

Figure 2. Average house prices in Australian mining towns

(AUSD). Source: .
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